
INTEGRATED
SPECIALTY SERVICES
SAFELY EXECUTING TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS THROUGH 
VALUE– DRIVEN, INTEGRATED SPECIALTY SOLUTIONS.

Phone: 281-335-3633 | Fax: 281-538-3804

Corporate Office and 
Fabrication Facility

1109 W. 13th St.

Deer Park, TX 77536

Port Arthur Construction Office and 
Fabrication Facility
960 Highway 365

Port Arthur, TX 77640

Corpus Christi Construction Office
4234 Beacon St.

Corpus Christi, TX 78408

Louisiana Construction Office 
1716 S Sonny Avenue 

Gonzales, LA 70737

WWW.REFCONSERV.COM

OUR MISSION

RCS is focused on delivering exceptional project results, 

accomplished through project planning, execution, and 

monitoring. We operate with the understanding that a 

well-developed plan is crucial to successful project execu-

tion. RCS considers the importance of immediate, efficiently 

coordinated responses to unplanned and emergency work. 

We established a safety culture wherein safe work practices 

are kept at the forefront of our employees’ mindset. By in-

vesting in each and every employee through indoctrination, 

in-house craft training, and incentivizing, we built a work-

force that is empowered to take responsibility for them-

selves, their fellow workers, our clients, and the surrounding 

environment. 

Building on a solid foundation of proven successes, com-

bined with our perpetual drive for excellence, RCS is com-

mitted to continue safely executing turn-key solutions 

through value–driven, integrated specialty services that set 

the benchmark for customer expectations.

We look forward to becoming your preferred 
industrial contractor, and we thank you for placing 
your confidence in us. 



ROPE ACCESS SERVICES

INSPECTIONS
Full API inspection and reporting

• API 510, 570, 936

UT

• Thickness

PT

MT

VT

Boilermaker
Ironwork
Pipefitter
Specialty Welding Services

• Structural
• Pipe
• Specialty Metals - Per Job Basis

Electrical
• Performs Labor for Demo
• Fab Cable Trays
• Run Wires

 *does not perform any final tie ins

Instrumentation
• Only Labor
• No Calibration or final tie ins

Painting
Insulation
Asbestos Abatement
Fireproofing
Piping & Structural Members

• Demolition & Installation
Operations Assist

• Closing/opening valves
• Car seals
• Lock out/tag out

Bull Rigging
Industrial Maintenance
Pressure Washing
Installation of:

• Safety Netting
• Catch Platforms

LOKRING
FRP/Composite Wraps

• CSNRI
• SynthoGlass XT
• Thermo Wrap Inspectable
• Dragon Industrial Wraps
• Dragon Industrial Wrap
• Dragon Hydra Wrap

Removal of debris and excess material

COMPLIMENTARY SERVICES

Many of the services RCS offers complement each 

other to provide a one-stop shop for our clients. Our 

ability to provide a bundled package of core and 

complementary services allows for better workflows 

and enhanced productivity, ultimately leading to 

savings for our clients.

FIRED EQUIPMENT
SERVICES

RCS offers our clients true turn-key solutions for all of their fired 

equipment needs. We have you covered whether you require 

refractory repair, burner replacement, a complete retube, or 

anything in between. By seamlessly integrating our services into 

your workflow, RCS provides blind to blind coverage for all of 

your heater, boiler, and furn needs.

• Refractory

• Specialty Welding and Specialty Mechanical

• Access Solutions

• Insulation and Abatement

• Coatings and Linings

RCS OFFERS 
OUR CLIENTS 
TRUE TURN-KEY 
SOLUTIONS FOR 
ALL THEIR FIRED 
EQUIPMENT NEEDS.

ACCESS SOLUTIONS
SCAFFOLDING AND ROPE ACCESS

The ability to provide Access Solutions on a project 

is one of the key components to supplying clients 

with a truly integrated approach to specialty services. 

This capability allows RCS to provide an unparalleled 

approach to providing a Turn-Key solution to Fired 

Equipment services. RCS’s access solutions are 

achieved through the use of the latest inventory of 

mobile and stationary systems, multiple Scaffold 

yards, Scaffold tracking, and Rope Access. RCS has 

the experience and resources necessary to handle the 

scaffolding needs for maintenance, turnarounds, new 

construction, or capital work projects. 

Along with scaffolding, RCS provides Rope Access 

Mechanical and Inspection work. Building on a 

solid foundation of proven project ethodologies, 

combined with a perpetual drive for excellence, RCS 

is committed to continue safely executing turnkey 

rope access solutions through value-driven, integrated 

specialty services that set the benchmark for customer 

expectations. 

We look forward to becoming your preferred rope 

access contractor, and we thank you for placing your 

confidence in us. 

Detailed estimates and 
precise tracking capabilities 
provide our clients 
with accurate budgets, 
forecasting, current and 
historical data to monitor 
productivity and costs. 
Either as a standalone 
resource or coupled with 
our supporting integrated 
specialty services, RCS can 
provide a complete Turn-Key 
solution on your next project.


